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Chapter 1 : Russian election footage appears to show vote rigging - video | World news | The Guardian
Ballot box stuffing or ballot stuffing is a form of electoral fraud. Generally, the terms refer to the act of casting illegal
votes or submitting more than one ballot per voter when only one ballot per voter is permitted.

If someone freaks out, set them straight and tell them to enjoy life! The All-Star Game determines home field
advantage in the World Series and the fan vote has become a ballot-stuffing contest, with the Royals fans
making a mockery of everyone else. Ultimately, this can and should be fixed by commissioner Rob Manfred.
Omar Infante is hitting. Only six players in the majors qualify for the batting title and have a worse batting
average. None have a worse on-base percentage. Only one has a worse slugging percentage. One response I
got perfectly sums it up: And Montero is having a productive season. Infante might lose his starting job and
then start in the All-Star Game. Quite the contrary, I loved the Royals run last season. It was an outstanding
story and I love the city of Kansas City except the airport, which objectively sucks. The tailgating around
Kauffman Stadium is a must on any bucket list. Well, the Royals players seemed a bit angry in the opening
few weeks of the season with multiple fights, but nothing has happened in weeks. In fact, they have several of
my favorite players to watch LoCain! As laughable an argument as the vote itself. What if there were eight
Yankees in the starting lineup? Would you Royals fans be OK with that? Get that chip off your shoulder.
Seriously, I heard that last week! And by the way, Royals fans, reality check: Your favorite team has played.
This is correct and valid. Those people are making the rest of the Royals fans look bad and messing up the
start of the All-Star Game. They should be stopped. The good Royals fans should be on my side here, because
they are making you guys -- and there are a lot of you -- look really bad. Or maybe we should just root for the
Royals to have every starter, lose the All-Star Game and then lose on the road in Game 7 of the World Series?
Instead of trying to win a game, some managers consistently manage to the save stat when on the road. The
latest example was the Reds warming up Aroldis Chapman several different times Sunday night but never
brought him in because Bryan Price was "saving" him for a save situation that never came. If the Reds win
after saving Aroldis Rangers manager Jeff Banister asked Choo in the dugout why he missed his mark, and, in
turn, Choo got angry. Via the Dallas Morning News: Own it and move on. As we do every week, we wash
away the dumb with some fun. Fun stat of the week Exit velocity is becoming all the rage and I love it.
Breaking news from Florida â€” A raccoon rides an alligator: Have a great week. Suggestions dumb stuff,
random videos, baseball cards, pop culture rankings topics, etc. Feel free to hit me up: Please check the opt-in
box to acknowledge that you would like to subscribe. Thanks for signing up! Keep an eye on your inbox for
the latest sports news.
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Chapter 2 : Arizona primary ballot box stuffing caught on tape | Arizona Daily Independent
Ballot stuffing, or "ballot-box stuffing", is the illegal practice of one person submitting multiple ballots during a vote in
which only one ballot per person is permitted. Ballot stuffing is still possible with electronic machines.

This form of fraud took the spotlight in the Democratic primary, when election experts and statisticians
alleged that there was strong evidence that the primary was stolen by Hillary Clinton from Bernie Sanders. In
the modern era, rather than illicit paper ballots being placed in a box, digital manipulation of the totals is most
likely. Electronic ballot box stuffing takes place when optical scan vote counting machines are
preprogrammed to add or subtract votes illegally. Trump as been roundly criticized for pressing his allegations
of voter fraud without evidence. In contrast to electronic ballot box stuffing, voter fraud requires voters who
are not qualified to cast votes, or some voters to vote more than once. Trump has never addressed the issue of
electronic ballot box stuffing. In the hack, the machine software automatically adds or subtracts votes
according to a specific formula. The hack was demonstrated by Dr. Charnin found an unusual pattern in a
statistical model called the cumulative vote tally CVT. The electronic padding of the vote totals in her favor in
the large precincts of Detroit would contribute to this statistical pattern. A similar pattern can be seen in other
states in the presidential election, as well as past congressional races and in the Republican primary between
Mitt Romney and Ron Paul. In the presidential election, the pattern can also be seen in Illinois and California ,
two important states in terms of electors. Optical scan vote-counting machines have been criticized for being
prone to hacking, no matter what the model of machine. So far, state courts have made it difficult for citizens
to view and hand count the paper ballots, and state audit laws and the courts have established nearly
impossibly high bars for obtaining official hand counts. Election integrity activists have asked election boards
across the country, in various cases, for access to the digital images , which can easily be stored on a DVD or
thumb drive. To date, all election boards from whom the digital images have been requested have refused.
Giles dismissed a case, in which the author was a party, requesting a hand count of the paper ballots in certain
Massachusetts precincts. All election officials named in the lawsuit fought requests for paper ballots to be
viewed and counted. Ultimately, honest election advocates around the world are of the consensus that the
single most fraud-proof election system is that of paper ballots which are hand counted at the polling place,
soon after the polls close, in public view and with observers able to view and challenge the call on a ballot.
Such a system has been adopted in most western industrialized democracies, including Germany, Canada,
France, Ireland, Italy, Denmark, Finland, and 53 other countries. Honest election advocates frequently point to
the wry observation made by Soviet dictator Josef Stalin, who once said: Those who count the votes decide
everything.
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Chapter 3 : Ballot-Stuffing Videos Are Going Viral in Russia
the act of illegally submitting more than one vote in a ballot in which only one vote is permitted There have been
numerous reports of ballot-box stuffing. allegations of ballot-box stuffing.

Electorate manipulation[ edit ] Electoral fraud can occur in advance of voting if the composition of the
electorate is altered. The legality of this type of manipulation varies across jurisdictions. Deliberate
manipulation of election outcomes is widely considered a violation of the principles of democracy. One way
of doing this is to move a large number of voters into the electorate prior to an election, for example by
temporarily assigning them land or lodging them in flophouses. However, such laws can also be used for
demographic manipulation as they tend to disenfranchise those with no fixed address, such as the homeless,
travelers, Roma , students studying full-time away from home , and some casual workers. Another strategy is
to permanently move people into an electoral district, usually through public housing. If people eligible for
public housing are likely to vote for a particular party, then they can either be concentrated into one area, thus
making their votes count for less, or moved into marginal electorates , where they may tip the balance towards
their preferred party. For instance, Malaysia gave citizenship to immigrants from the neighboring Philippines
and Indonesia , together with suffrage, in order for a political party to "dominate" the state of Sabah ; this
controversial process was known as Project IC. The goal ultimately is to defeat the weak candidate in the
general election by the leader of the party that the voter truly supports. There were claims that this method was
being utilised in the UK Labour Party leadership election in , where Conservative-leaning Toby Young
encouraged Conservatives to join Labour and vote for Jeremy Corbyn in order to "consign Labour to electoral
oblivion". In some cases, states have passed provisions that raised general barriers to voter registration, such
as poll taxes, literacy and comprehension tests, and record-keeping requirements, which in practice were
applied against minority populations to discriminatory effect. From the turn of the century into the late s, most
African Americans in the southern states of the former Confederacy were disenfranchised by such measures.
Corrupt election officials may misuse voting regulations such as a literacy test or requirement for proof of
identity or address in such a way as to make it difficult or impossible for their targets to cast a vote. If such
practices discriminate against a religious or ethnic group, they may so distort the political process that the
political order becomes grossly unrepresentative, as in the post- Reconstruction or Jim Crow era until the
Voting Rights Act of Groups may also be disenfranchised by rules which make it impractical or impossible
for them to cast a vote. For example, requiring people to vote within their electorate may disenfranchise
serving military personnel, prison inmates, students, hospital patients or anyone else who cannot return to their
homes. Communities may also be effectively disenfranchised if polling places are situated in areas perceived
by voters as unsafe, or are not provided within reasonable proximity rural communities are especially
vulnerable to this [ example needed ]. In some cases, voters may be invalidly disenfranchised, which is true
electoral fraud. The Military Voters Act permitted any active military personnel to vote by party only and
allowed that party to decide in which electoral district to place that vote. It also enfranchised those women
who were directly related or married to an active soldier. These groups were believed to be disproportionately
in favor of the Union government, as that party was campaigning in favor of conscription. She proposed that
ruling parties can maintain political control under a democratic system without actively manipulating votes or
coercing the electorate. Under the right conditions, the democratic system is manouvered into an equilibrium
in which divided opposition parties act as unwitting accomplices to single-party rule. This permits the ruling
regime to abstain from illegal electoral fraud. Absentee and other remote voting can be more open to some
forms of intimidation as the voter does not have the protection and privacy of the polling location.
Intimidation can take a range of forms including verbal, physical, or coercion. In its simplest form, voters
from a particular demographic or known to support a particular party or candidate are directly threatened by
supporters of another party or candidate or by those hired by them. Another method is to make a general threat
of violence, for example, a bomb threat which has the effect of closing a particular polling place, thus making
it difficult for people in that area to vote. Attacks on polling places: Polling places in an area known to support
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a particular party or candidate may be targeted for vandalism, destruction or threats, thus making it difficult or
impossible for people in that area to vote. In this case, voters will be made to believe, accurately or otherwise,
that they are not legally entitled to vote, or that they are legally obliged to vote a particular way. Voters who
are not confident about their entitlement to vote may also be intimidated by real or implied authority figures
who suggest that those who vote when they are not entitled to will be imprisoned, deported or otherwise
punished. The demographic that controlled the voting ballot would try to persuade others to follow them.
Their argument could be that since the majority sides with a certain candidate, they should admit defeat and
join the winning side. Coercion, electoral intimidation was seen in the Navy. In William C. Whitney started an
investigation that involved the men in the Navy. As said by Whitney "the vote of the yard was practically
coerced and controlled by the foremen. This instance shows how even in the Navy there were still instances of
people going to great lengths for the desired elective to win. Vote buying[ edit ] Vote buying occurs when a
political party or candidate seeks to buy the vote of a voter in an upcoming election. Vote buying can take
various forms such as a monetary exchange, as well as an exchange for necessary goods or services. Despite
the fact that this practice is illegal in many countries such as the United States, Argentina, Mexico, Kenya and
Nigeria, its prevalence remains worldwide. In some parts of the United States[ which? To keep the practice of
vote buying secret, parties would open fully staffed vote-buying shops. The most famous episodes of vote
buying came in 18th century England when two or more rich aristocrats spent whatever money it took to win.
In some jurisdictions, the offer or giving of other rewards is referred to as "electoral treating". Please help
improve it by rewriting it in a balanced fashion that contextualizes different points of view.
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to fill a ballot box with illegal votes or with more votes than the number of actual voters. The politician was charged with
stuffing the ballot box. The ballot box was stuffed with lots of votes for the crooked politician.

They come out together and then drop five ballots into the ballot box at the same time. The man filming tries
to remain discreet by continuing his conversation with someone as he simultaneously captures the ballot-box
stuffing on camera. After the video was posted on social media, CHP deputy Eren Erdem said that he would
demand that votes from this polling place be discounted. Five students from the University of Bilgi continued
updating this map throughout the entire evening of the election. This instance of ballot-box stuffing was noted
on an interactive map above that listed reports of voting irregularities. On Monday, about a hundred different
irregularities were listed on the map. This video shows a pollworker helping an elderly person voteâ€¦ from
the back of a car. This scene was filmed in Sorgun, a town in Yozgat, a province in central Anatolia. Teyit , an
investigative Turkish website specialised in fact-checking, spoke to the local Electoral Council about this
video and reported that the Council claimed this vote took place outside of the polling station because the
voter had reduced mobility. According to the CHP, between ten and fifteen similar irregularities occurred at
this polling place. As it was a referendum rather than a political election, voting worked differently. Each
voter was supplied with one voting form about the proposed changes, with "Yes" on one side, and "No" on the
other. Voters were required to stamp on the side of the voting form that corresponded with their choice. In this
video, a pollworker stamps "Yes" on several ballots in a row "yes" is "evet" in Turkish. First, nothing proves
that the person then actually went ahead and put these falsified ballot papers into the ballot box. Several
people on social media also pointed out that there is little chance that this alleged fraud would have worked
because there are a predetermined number of voters registered at each polling station. The opposition
denounces fraud on a national scale The two parties ended election night in the streets. The YSK was also
criticised for having changed the voting rules even while the election was still under way. Voters were initially
required to stamp their ballot and then place it inside an envelope, which would be sealed with an official seal
before being placed in the ballot box. However, around 5pm, when polls were closing, the YSK announced
that it had decided to consider unsealed ballots as valid unless they were proved to be fraudulent, after many
complaints that its officials had failed to seal some ballot papers. However, the opposition claimed that this
decision could have made it easier to cheat.
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Stuffing the Ballot Box is a pioneering study of electoral fraud and reform. It focuses on Costa Rica, a country where
parties gradually transformed a fraud-ridden political system into one renowned for its stability and fair elections by the
mid-twentieth century.

Russian election officials say they are looking into several incidents of ballot stuffing in the presidential vote.
Election authorities said they will investigate all irregularities and annul results where needed. But the breadth
of the reports was striking, and they may cast a shadow on the victory by incumbent Vladimir Putin. Video
authenticated by The Associated Press showed some of the apparent irregularities. Some also were reported by
observers including representatives of opposition leader Alexei Navalny, the Golos monitoring group and
ordinary Russians. She repeats the action, again and again. Another woman, apparently a colleague at the
station, joins her. A video from Ilskhan-Yurt in Chechnya shows a man in a white cap repeatedly putting
ballots in the same box. In the Primorsky region of the Far East, a woman pulls papers from her jacket and
stuffs them in the box. Dozens of other examples of apparent ballot box stuffing were posted online. The
regional election commission said the results from the Lyubertsy station would be invalidated. Authorities
sealed a ballot box in the southern city of Rostov-on-Don where ballot stuffing was reported, and are
investigating similar allegations in Artyom in the far east. Zukhrab Omarov, an observer for liberal candidate
Grigory Yavlinsky, said he was dragged away by police as he was trying to shoot video of violations in
Makhachkala. In Kudrovo in the Leningradsky region outside St. Petersburg, observer Sergei Dzhus
discovered people apparently bused in to a traditionally low-turnout area to boost participation. He followed
one group getting on a bus, but as he filmed, he said members of the group tried to shield their identities from
the camera and refused to answer his questions. In Moscow, health officials offered cancer screening and
discounted food products at polling stations. Some towns staged dancing, sports competitions and clown acts.
Prizes were offered at some polls for voters who wore the best costumes, and some people came dressed as
bears, folk characters and medieval knights. In the Leningradsky region, one man was photographed dressed
as a Sarmat ballistic missile â€” perhaps hoping to capture the attention of the Kremlin as it expands its
nuclear arsenal.
Chapter 6 : ballot box stuffing | Verified Voting
89 Comments on "Arizona primary ballot box stuffing caught on tape" jdfast | October 16, at pm | Yea, the liberal way,
vote early and vote often.

Chapter 7 : FACT CHECK: Leaked Videos Show Widespread Voter Fraud, 'Ballot Stuffing' in Democratic P
Astonishing! DemocRATs Caught Stuffing Ballot Boxes, Disgusting! **** Urgent Notice: NEW Measures Against Voter
Fraud **** Breaking Good News! Trump has his OWN TV channel! Tired of those devious.

Chapter 8 : Was there ballot-box stuffing in Tel Aviv? - Israel National News
For them, the ends justify the means. It's sickening and so un-American. This video BUSTS cheating Democrats stuffing
ballots boxes. In Pennsylvania, the boxes were also stuffed by staffers.

Chapter 9 : Electoral fraud - Wikipedia
How common the ballot-stuffing incidents were in the election as a whole is hard to estimate, but Golos claims it had
received word of almost 3, reported violations on polling day, albeit not.
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